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Comments: The papers by Professors Yu-Jose and Bell are very different in scope and focus,
but they both raise a fundamental issue of 20th century politics: the political implications of
migration.  We know that European migration to Australia during the last 200 years has meant
the displacement and obliteration of its indigenous peoples, as happened in the Americas
slightly earlier and in The Philippines about 5000 years ago.  And unfortunately we know a lot
about the role of so-called ‘ethnic cleansing’ in creating unwilling migrants and in shaping
demographic realities.  But our analytical touch is much less sure when it comes to smaller
scale migration. We are well-informed on the causes of economic success or failure in migrant
communities, but it is harder to judge how migration affects host communities.

Just what interests are served by the presence of migrant community?  Both papers
identify the acquisition of skills which are not available domestically.  Yu-Jose describes
Japanese migrants as bringing technical skills to the Philippines, whereas Bell emphasises
skills of Asian migrants to Australia in engagement and communication with the region.
Correspondingly, some Filipinos saw labour migration to Hawaii as a loss of skills from the
Philippines.  Bell appears to take for granted that some of the skills brought by migrants will
be transmitted to the existing population, but Yu-Jose is more sceptical: for her, Japanese
immigration was an obstacle to the training of Filipinos in their areas of skill.  Her scepticism
is supported by the reluctance in some social sciences departments in Australia and the US to
invest in Asian studies training because of the availability of students who come ready-made
with an Asian background.  As Bell points out, Australians may know more about Asia than
other Westerners, but it is hard to say that they have been Asianized in any significant way.
Yu-Jose also identifies the capital which accompanies migrants as an advantage; the desire to
attract capital from Asia into the relatively capital-poor Australian economy has been an
important element in the liberalization of migration rules.

Migration also has the power to influence the way politics works in two significant
ways.  First, migrant groups which remain detached from politics by virtue of their alien status
remove a particular social segment from the political spectrum, thereby changing the balance
of power between other groups.  Skilled foreign workers (like the Japanese road builders in
The Philippines) do not demand political rights in the way that skilled local workers may do.
The single most important reason for the White Australia Policy was the fear that non-white
labour would undermine the bargaining position of Australia’s assertive working class.
Second, the existence of migrant communities changes the skills which are needed for success
in politics.  If migrants are numerous and remain in distinct cultural communities, politicians
find it more difficult to appeal to a single set of cultural values (Britishness and opposition to
Britishness in the case of Australia) and thus more difficult to succeed in conviction and
populist politics.  In Australia, migration was promoted by a progressive minority in the
Anglo-Celtic community partly as a way of diluting the political and cultural strength of, and
recruiting allies against, the dominant conservative majority.  Migration tends to favour, and to
be favoured by, those who feel they are equipped to be brokers between cultures.


